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A Hierarchical Ensemble Learning Framework for Energy-Efficient
Automatic Train Driving
Guohua Xi, Xibin Zhao, Yan Liu, Jin Huang , and Yangdong Deng
Abstract: Railway transportation plays an important role in modern society. As China’s massive railway
transportation network continues to grow in total mileage and operation density, the energy consumption of trains
becomes a serious concern. For any given route, the geographic characteristics are known a priori, but the
parameters (e.g., loading and marshaling) of trains vary from one trip to another. An extensive analysis of the
train operation data suggests that the control gear operation of trains is the most important factor that affects
the energy consumption. Such an observation determines that the problem of energy-efficient train driving has
to be addressed by considering both the geographic information and the trip parameters. However, the problem is
difficult to solve due to its high dimension, nonlinearity, complex constraints, and time-varying characteristics. Faced
with these difficulties, we propose an energy-efficient train control framework based on a hierarchical ensemble
learning approach. Through hierarchical refinement, we learn prediction models of speed and gear. The learned
models can be used to derive optimized driving operations under real-time requirements. This study uses random
forest and bagging – REPTree as classification algorithm and regression algorithm, respectively. We conduct an
extensive study on the potential of bagging, decision trees, random forest, and feature selection to design an
effective hierarchical ensemble learning framework. The proposed framework was testified through simulation. The
average energy consumption of the proposed method is over 7% lower than that of human drivers.
Key words: machine learning; energy efficiency; train driving system; feature selection; ensemble learning

1

Introduction

Railway transportation is the backbone of industrialized
countries. Owing to the large scale and passenger/cargo
capacity of railway networks, locomotives consume a
large amount of energy. A recent report of Chinese
Railway stated that the annual energy consumed by
trains in China amounted to 142 billion kWh, which
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is approximately 0.4% of the total energy consumption
of the country[1, 2] . This level of energy consumption
suggests that even a 2% energy saving can support the
residential power usage of a major metropolitan city,
such as Shanghai, and has a huge overall impact on
carbon dioxide emissions. With the rapid deployment
of smart railway transportation technology[3, 4] , energyefficient train driving solutions are necessary to
alleviate the pressure on energy consumption and
environmental pollution. The unique characteristics
of railway transportation present opportunities for
energy optimization. Given a certain railway route, the
geographic characteristics are known a priori and only
the parameters (e.g., loading) of a train vary in each run.
Therefore, an energy-optimal driving profile for each
trip can be obtained by considering the geographic and
inherent conditions. However, the train gear operation
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optimization problem is difficult to solve because of its
high dimensionality, nonlinearity, complex constraints,
and time-varying characteristics.
The energy-efficient train driving problem has been
widely studied for decades. Many advanced numerical
and heuristic techniques have been proposed to
calculate an optimal trajectory, i.e., trip profile, of the
train operation. Han et al.[5] and Li and Hou[6] used
genetic algorithms to construct a reference trajectory
that optimizes train control for energy efficiency. Wang
et al.[7] proposed two approaches to solve this optimal
control problem under various constraints, such as fixed
arrival time, by treating energy consumption and riding
comfort as tradeoffs in calculating the cost function. A
commercial system for operating trains was developed
by Kumar et al.[8] Many researchers have extended
the optimization problem to treat railway systems
as a whole. Caprara et al.[9] formulated the major
optimization problems for the planning of a passenger
railway system. The problems range from the definition
of the routes and frequencies of the trains in the railway
network to the construction of the duties and schedules
of drivers and conductors. Minimizing the total energy
consumption of railway systems was discussed by
Miyatake and Ko[10] by applying numerical methods
such as dynamic programming, gradient method, and
sequential quadratic programming. An evolutionary
algorithm-based Pareto optimization approach for
speed tuning in a railway system was presented
by optimizing travel duration and energy saving;
this approach proposed a set of diversified nondominated solutions to decision makers[11] . Su et
al.[12] developed the concept of optimized integrated
timetable, which includes the timetable and speed
profiles. The aforementioned approaches have superior
solution qualities but tend to be computationally
intensive. As a result, they are more aligned to offline
processing and extremely time-consuming for onboard
real-time control.
As each trip has varying system parameters (e.g.,
loads), onboard optimization of the train trip profile is
essential to improve energy efficiency. Online real-time
control techniques[13, 14] according to system dynamic
performances[15] for train operations have been studied
extensively. Salmasi[16] classified and reviewed the
state-of-the-art control strategies for hybrid electric
vehicles. Ding et al.[17] proposed an optimal driving
model for energy-efficient operation of trains under
fixed block and mobile block conditions, and designed
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corresponding heuristic optimization algorithms. Ke
et al.[18] presented a heuristic method to optimize
the train speed trajectory and control sequence by
considering track gradient, average speed, restriction of
train speed, acceleration, and jerk. The problem of an
automatic train operation system with multiple working
conditions was investigated by Wang et al.[19] Gao
et al.[20] presented a neuro-adaptive robust control
method for automatic train operation, which was
subject to unknown systematic time-varying dynamics.
The aforementioned real-time techniques met the
requirements for online processing but suffered from
lack of guarantee for solution quality.
The preceding analysis suggests that an energy saving
solution to the train control optimization problem
should address the issue of optimization quality and
computation efficiency. In this paper, we propose
a data-driven and hierarchical ensemble learning
framework for energy-efficient train driving. Based on
the fundamental idea of learning to drive by mining
the driving log files of experienced train drivers,
the proposed ensemble learning framework integrates
various prediction models such as bagging, decision
tree, random forest, and feature selection. We train
the prediction models offline and an onboard system
feeds the train parameters into the models to derive an
optimized sequence of gear controls. The effectiveness
of our framework is evaluated on a simulation platform.
Results showed that on average, our framework can
achieve 7.15% energy saving. The current study is
among the first to explore machine learning techniques
for intelligent train driving problems. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the problem of energy-efficient train driving. The
hierarchical ensemble learning framework for energyefficient train driving is elaborated in Section 3. Section
4 presents a practical application to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the approach. Section 5 summarizes
the contents of this study.

2

Problem Statement

This study focuses on the energy-efficient train driving
problem, which can be formulated as a driving trip
planning problem with the optimization object of
minimizing the energy consumption and time deviation
under various constraints. The output is a control
sequence consisting of a series of discrete or continuous
settings of the control throttle with predefined traction
or braking forces.
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2.1

Train model and railway environment

We adopt a mass-point model to compute the train
dynamics in the solution of the train optimal driving
problem. The motion of a train can be expressed by
the following model[21] :
dv
m
Df .s/ Rb .v/ Rl .s/;
dt
ds
Dv
(1)
dt
where m, v, and s are the mass, velocity, and position
(i.e., displacement) of the train, respectively;  is a
factor that accounts for the rotating mass; f .s/ is the
traction or braking force bounded by the maximum
traction force ftmax (ftmax > 0 ) and the maximum
braking force fbmax (fbmax > 0 ); Rb .v/ is the basic
resistance including roll resistance and air resistance;
and Rl .s/ is the line resistance caused by track grade,
curves, and tunnels.
The empirical equation of the basic resistance Rb .v/
is defined as
Rb .v/ D m.a1 C a2 v C a3 v 2 /
(2)
where the coefficients a1 , a2 , and a3 depend on
the train characteristics and can be obtained through
experiments. The empirical equation of line resistance
Rl .s/ is defined as
Rl .s/ D m  g  sin ˛.s/ C fc .r.s// C ft .lt .s/; v/ (3)
where g is the gravitational acceleration; and sin ˛.s/,
r.s/, and lt .s/ are the slope, radius of the curve, and
length of the tunnel along the track, respectively. When
passing through a tunnel, the train experiences a higher
air resistance that depends on the shape of the tunnel,
smoothness of the tunnel walls, exterior surface of the
train, and other factors.
The curve resistance fc ./ and tunnel resistance ft ./
are given by empirical equations:

6:3=.r.s/ 55/ for r.s/ > 300 m;
fc .r.s// D
4:91=.r.s/ 30/ for r.s/ < 300 m;
lt v.s/2
(4)
107
Different trains may exhibit varying resistances
reflected by the values of the coefficients (Eq. (4)). In
our locomotive model, selecting the position s as an
independent variable is more convenient than selecting
time t. Such a treatment streamlines the consideration
of track-related data, such as line resistance and speed
limits. In addition, the analytical and numerical study
of the optimal problem is simplified considerably.
The choice of kinetic energy instead of speed v
ft .r.s// D
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facilitates the solution of the optimal control problem
by eliminating some of the nonlinearities. Thus, we
set kinetic energy per mass unit as K D 0:5v 2 . The
train motion can then be captured with the following
continuous-space model:
p
dK
m
D f .s/ Rb . 2K/ Rl .s/;
ds
1
dt
Dp
(5)
ds
2K
with all terms as previously defined.
2.2

Energy-efficient
problem

train

trip

optimization

The energy-efficient train driving problem can be
formulated as a general optimization problem. The
traction or braking force f .s/ is the control input
determined by the discrete or continuous settings of the
throttle for most of the railway locomotives. The state
variables include the train position s and speed v. The
objective function to be minimized can be the trip time
deviation from the schedule or the energy consumption
for a given trip time, or a combination of both. In
this paper, we consider both the energy consumption
and time deviation in the objective function, with all
other factors such as safety treated as constraints. By
employing the train dynamics model (Eq. (5)), we
can state the optimization objectives in the following
position-dependent form:
ˇ
ˇ

Z send
ˇ df .s/ ˇ
ˇ ds;
ˇ
JE D
.f / f .s/ C  ˇ
ds ˇ
sstart
ˇ
ˇ
JT D ˇT TN ˇ
(6)
subject to the following constraints:
fbmax < f .s/ < ftmax ;
0 6 T .s/ 6 Tmax .s/;
v.s/ 6 vlimit .s/

(7)

and the following boundary conditions:
s.0/ D sstart ; v.0/ D vstart ;
s.T / D send ;

v.T / D vend

(8)

Here, JE and JT represent the optimization objective of
energy consumption and time deviation, respectively.
.f / stands for the throttle depended coefficient. TN
is the scheduled time for a train trip and T as the
real time cost for the trip. The maximum allowable
velocity vlimit .s/ depends on the train characteristics and
line conditions; thus, it is usually a piecewise constant
function of the coordinate s. sstart and vstart are the
position and velocity at the beginning of the route. send
and vend are the position and velocity at the end of the
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route. The duration of the trip TN is usually given by the
timetable.
We assume that the unit kinetic energy 4E.s/ > 0,
which means that the speed of the train is always strictly
larger than 0, and the train travels in a non-stopping
manner in the given trip.
2.3

Analysis of human driving records

A railway route has unique geographic distributions.
A representative slope map of railways is shown in
Fig. 1. During driving, train drivers use their experience
to make decisions on the selection of throttling/braking
operation to accelerate/decelerate the train. All these
throttling/braking operations play a role in the final
energy consumption and punctuality. By reviewing a
large number of human driving records (i.e., with
operating gear data obtained from the train data
recorder), we find that common patterns exist in the
driving behaviors of experienced drivers. Figure 2
shows a few representative driving patterns represented
as velocity and throttling/braking. The trends of
velocity variation in similar types of route slopes
are similar. Meanwhile, the speed and gear changes
under similar tendencies are also similar. Thus, we can
conclude that the drivers’ behaviors are alike in the
same type of route slope, while certain patterns can be

easily recognized for most routes.
The hidden driving patterns provide an important clue
for us to solve the problem. Using the driving data of
experienced drivers to train our prediction model, we
can determine the driving performance close to that of
experienced drivers. On such a basis, a hierarchical
framework was developed in this study to solve the
energy-efficient train driving problem.

3

Illustration of slope of one railway route.

Fig. 2 A sample of human driving data. Blue and red
lines indicate the velocity and driving gears, respectively, for
a group of drivers. We draw them together to show that
possible patterns exist among the driving operations.

Hierarchical
Ensemble
Learning
Framework for Energy-Efficient Train
Driving

The energy-efficient train driving problem is a typical
multi-constrained and nonlinear optimization problem.
Although existing methods such as genetic algorithms,
neural networks, artificial heuristic design operation
strategy, and others can eventually obtain an optimized
gear sequence, and their limitations are obvious. For
example, the searching algorithms cannot guarantee
the consistency of the results by considering all train
driving situations and can hardly meet the allowed
computing time for onboard real-time control systems.
To overcome these limitations, we adopt a hierarchical
refinement scheme. We design a two-layer prediction
framework to predict the speed and gear changes with
the speed obtained in the first layer, and the gear change
in the second stage. Using layer-by-layer refinement
predication, we can finally determine the control gear
sequence. The proposed method is detailed in the
following.
3.1

Fig. 1
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Solution framework

As discussed in the previous section, driving behaviors
are very similar under the same kind of slope
conditions. We learn the generic driving patterns from
the driving data of experienced drivers and use these
patterns as rules for generating driving solutions online.
The velocity change trend in one segmentation is
a coarse-grained rule, which contains a combination
of velocity changes and proportion of the velocity
change distance. As we need fine-grained rules for gear
operations, in the learning stage, we cut a route into
multiple sections so that the prediction of speed and
gear can be predicted for each section. The collection
of gear predictions along a route constitutes a gear
operation sequence.
Figure 3 shows the solution framework. First, we
pre-process the data on the route and the train. Then,
we use railway domain knowledge and feature selection
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Offline model training process
Offline dataset

Data preprocessing

Feature selecting

Velocity prediction model training

Gear prediction model training

Random forest
(Classification)

Bagging-REPTree
(Regression)

Random forest
(Classification)

Bagging-REPTree
(Regression)

Velocity pattern prediction model

Velocity proportion prediction model

Gear pattern prediction model

Gear proportion prediction model

Online prediction process
Velocity pattern
classification

Online dataset

Velocity proportion
regression

Gear pattern
classification

First-layer prediction

Fig. 3

Gear sequence post
processing

Second-layer prediction

Proposed solution framework for energy-efficient train driving. REPTree means Reduced Error Pruning Tree.

algorithms to select proper features. Thereafter, an
ensemble machine learning algorithm is adopted to train
prediction models. With the trained model, we predict
the detailed gear operations before each trip.
In the proposed solution framework, the hierarchical
organization of the prediction models is the most
important part. The first layer mainly deals with
velocity prediction. It takes velocity changes and the
proportion of distance associated with the changes
as input. As shown in Fig. 4, one route is divided
into multiple segments on which we define the
rules for acceleration, deceleration, and uniformity of
driving. By mining a large number of driving records
of experienced drivers, we can find the rules for
manipulating the speed of trains given a specific slope
and loading. Figure 4 shows one segment of a route.
The change of speed for this segment can be described
as Speed up–Speed down–Uniform speed–Speed up.
End

Start
Step 1：Classification

Gear proportion
regression

B

A

We use “1, 1, 0” to represent “Speed up, Speed down,
Uniform speed”, respectively. As a result, the speed
option for the segment in Fig. 4 is “1, 1, 0, 1”.
We train a regression model to predict the proportion
of distance associated with the velocity change in the
segment in Fig. 4, where the proportions are 10%, 30%,
45%, and 15%, respectively. Finally, we obtain two
models, a classification model to predict the velocity
change pattern and a regression model to predict the
proportion of distance associated with the speed change
in this segment.
The speed patterns are not yet sufficient to meet
the goal of energy-efficient train driving because
optimizing the train operation (gears) is the most
effective way to save energy. Accordingly, the second
layer concerns the rules of drivers. Our goal is to derive
gear information under different trends of velocity
variations. As shown in Fig. 5, we have to find the
End

Start
B

A

E

C

C

Find a combination of
velocity changes for a
slope section

Speed up

D

Speed down

1

Uniform speed

−1

0

Step 3：Classification

Speed up

1, 10%

Fig. 4

1, 15%

0, 45%

2

1
0

Predict the proportion of distance of
the velocity in velocity combinations

D

−1, 30%

Find a combination of gear
changes for each speed variation

1

1

0

2

0

−1

Step 4：Regression

Step 2：Regression

10%

30%

45%

15%

First layer for velocity prediction.

E

Prediction the proportion of distance of
the gear variations in gear combinations

Fig. 5

30%

30%

40%

50%

50%

Second layer for gear prediction.

0

−1
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gear changes for typical patterns of speed variations
such as under the speed change “speed down” in Fig. 5.
We derive a classification model to predict the gear
combination pattern “1, 0, 2” and a regression model
to predict the distance proportion 30%, 30%, and 40%.
Obtaining the patterns of gear changing for route
segments, we use a model of train dynamics, which
integrates train parameters for traction and braking
conditions, as well as environmental parameters to
evaluate the energy usage in a given trip.
3.2

Data processing and feature selection

The quality of machine learning models heavily
depends on the available data. In this study, the train
data includes route information, locomotive parameters,
and gear operation data, which are collected from a train
data recorder. In this section, we describe the process of
data preprocessing and feature selection in detail.
3.2.1

Data preprocessing

The original data are obtained from a recording
instrument as log files. We have to process the raw
data into a proper form to train the machine learning
models. The most important step in data preprocessing
is route segmentation, i.e., cutting the route into
sections. This step has two advantages. First, a resultant
section has a uniform environmental condition. Second,
segmentation enables us to identify similar segments
in different routes. As a result, we are able to find
common patterns in the driving records collected from
multiple routes. For a given section, based on Eq. (3),
all environmental factors are translated into resistance
and inertial properties. The overall impact can be
represented as a uniform parameter by computing the
Equivalent Gradient (EG), which has a unit of degree
per 1000 meters[21] . We perform the segmentation
process according to EG values along a route. In this
study, EG takes five different discrete values as listed
in Table 1. We further characterize each segment as
short, medium, or long according to the length, with the
critical values as 1000 and 3000 m.
Table 1

Route section categories.

Section type
Steep down grade section
Gentle down grade section
Gentle grade section
Gentle up grade section
Steep up grade section

Lable
2
1
0
1
2

Resultant gradient
6 3
1 to 3
1 to 1
1 to 3
>3

3.2.2
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Feature selection

As mentioned, a large number of factors contribute
to the energy consumption of a train on a given
route. These factors are the features for model
training. However, feature selection is essential to avoid
overrating and excessive training time associated with
high-dimensional data. The feature selection process
should find a balance between complexity (in terms
of computation and data storage) and performance (in
terms of accuracy and recall rate). Figure 6 lists the
details of features selected in this study.
In this paper, we use the Correlation-based Feature
Selection (CFS) method[22–24] for feature selection.
This method adopts a correlation-based heuristic
to evaluate the value of features. CFS searches
features according to the degree of redundancy among
features. The evaluator aims to find a subset of features
that are individually highly correlated with the category
but have low intercorrelation. The search process is
guided by a numeric measure, such as conditional
entropy, to iteratively add features that have the highest
correlation with the category. The value of a subset
of attributes is evaluated by considering the individual
predictive ability along with the degree of redundancy
between them. CFS also uses multivariate filters to
account for the interactions between features. The
equation for CFS is as follows:
k zi
rzc D p
(9)
k C k.k 1/ri i
where rzc is the correlation between the feature
subsets zc and the class variable, k is the number of
feature subsets, zi is the average of the feature–class
correlation, and ri i is the average of the feature–feature
intercorrelation. The fraction can be considered as an
indicator of how predictive a group of features are, and
the denominator represents the degree of redundancy
among them. The heuristic handles irrelevant features
because they will be poor predictors of a given class.
Redundant attributes are identified because they are
highly correlated with one or more of the other features.
In this study, CFS is combined with a best-first search
strategy[25] to determine the best feature subset. As a
greedy strategy, the best-first search sorts the nodes
according to the distance from the target and then
selects a node to expand on the basis of the estimated
distance of nodes. This strategy searches for a better
feature subset by traversing the feature set space, while
CFS is used as the estimator to measure the quality of
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Weight, Length, Cargo number, Loaded cargo number
Train Attribute

Features

Railway
Properties

Gradient properties
of current section

Current gradient type, Current gradient length, Current gradient remainder length, Section
oddments number, Average speed of current gradient

Gradient properties
of last two sections

Gradient type of last two sections, Gradient length of last two sections, Oddments number of
last two sections, Average speeds of last two sections

Gradient properties
of next two
sections

Gradient type of next two sections, Gradient length of next two sections, Oddments number of
next two sections, Average speeds of next two sections

Limit properties of
current section

Current speed limit, Current limit length, Current remainder limit length

Limit properties of
last three sections

Speed limits of last three sections, Speed limits length of last three sections

Limit properties of
next three sections

Speed limits of next three sections, Speed limits length of next three sections

Station information

Adjacent station distance, Distance to next station, Station time, Left time to next station,
Station time, Left time to next station

Operation
information

Last gear, Time of last gear, Average gear of last 50&100&200 nodes

Speed information

Current speed, Speed change rate of last 50&100&200 nodes

Gradient
information

Average gradient of last 1&2&3 km, Average gradient of next 1&2&3 km

Running
Information

Fig. 6

Designed features set for driving records covering train attributes, railway properties, and running information.

the feature. The entire search process ends when the
termination condition is reached. Through the proposed
techniques, the 50-dimensional feature space can be
reduced to 10 to 15 features.
3.3

Hierarchical combination of ensemble learning
methods

After preprocessing the training data and selecting the
appropriate features, we need to train the prediction
models. As mentioned, we use a hierarchical framework
to predict a gear control sequence. In the training
process, we have to obtain a velocity prediction model
and a gear prediction model. Both models include
changes of velocity and the proportion of a velocity in
a section. Thus, we need to train a total of four models.
As the training data include discrete and continuous
features, we need to predict categories and real
values. The training data also have a large number of
class labels. Accordingly, we decide to use the treebased machine learning algorithms. Ensemble learning
algorithm is capable of integrating multiple prediction
models. Our framework is based on a hierarchical
ensemble learning algorithm. Specifically, we use a
random forest to predict velocity and gear change
combination and bagging and REPTree to predict

velocity and gear proportion.
3.3.1

Random forest

We use the random forest algorithm to predict the
velocity and gear change. The random forest learning
ensemble consists of bagging of unpruned decision tree
learners with a randomized selection of features at each
split[26] . The basic principle of the algorithm is to train
several decision trees and generate multiple models.
Then, the trees are combined to form a single, strong
learner by averaging or taking the majority vote. The
pseudocode is listed in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm works as follows. For each tree in the
forest, we select a bootstrap sample from S , where S .i /
denotes the i -th bootstrap. Then, we learn a decision
tree using a modified decision tree learning algorithm.
The algorithm is modified as follows. At each node
of the tree, instead of examining all possible feature
splits, we randomly select some subsets of the features
f  F , where F is the set of features. The node
then splits on the best feature f rather than F . In
practice, f is significantly smaller than F . Deciding on
which feature to split is often the most computationally
expensive task of decision tree learning. By narrowing
down the choice of features, we can drastically speed
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Algorithm 1 Random Forest
Require: A training set S WD .x1 ; y1 /; :::; .xn ; yn /, features F ,
and number of trees in forest B.
1: function R ANDOM F OREST (S, F)
2:
H
∅
3:
for i 2 1; :::; B do
4:
S .i/
A bootstrap sample from S (i.i.d sample with
replacement); hi
R ANDOMIZED T REE L EARN(S .i/ ; F );
5:
H
H [ hi ;
6:
end for
7:
return H
8: end function
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:
14:
15:

function R ANDOMIZED T REE L EARN(S, F)
loop At each node:
f
very samll subset of F ; Split on best feature
in f ;
end loop
return The learned tree
end function

up the learning process.
3.3.2

Bagging with REPTree

In the regression prediction stage, we have to predict the
velocity and gear proportions. To improve the accuracy,
we tried several classifiers and found that the bestperforming one is bagging with REPTree[27] .
REPTree generates regression trees by using the
information gain as the splitting principle. The learned
decision tree is the best fit for the training data, but
it likely to be overfitting. To address the problem, a
second phase is employed to prune the tree to reduce
its dependency on the training data and allow the
tree to be generalized. This stage requires a separate
pruning dataset, which can be a problem because data
are normally scarce. However, REP can be extremely
powerful when it is used in combination with boosting.
The major means of pruning is replacing a subtree
with a leaf that represents the majority of all examples
reaching it in the pruning set. This replacement is
taken if this modification reduces the error, i.e., the
new tree provides an equal or fewer number of
misclassifications.
Classification errors in machine learning come
from sources such as bias, variance, and noise. Bias
refers to the accuracy of the algorithm itself, variance
measures the precision or specificity of the algorithm,
and noise indicates the intrinsic disturbance in the data.
In this study, our main goal is to limit the variance of the
model. The variance evaluates how the discrepancies in
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the training data can affect the model. A comprehensive
evaluation requires many training sets. In our case with
limited data, multiple training sets are simulated by
using a bagging technique. Bagging[28] is bootstrapping
with aggregation. Essentially, a classifier is built by
resampling and combining the results from several
iterations and averaging the results across iterations.
As an ensemble learning method, bagging is applied
in conjunction with decision tree learners to build
an ensemble of decision trees and vote classifiers
generated by different bootstrap samples (replicates).
The pseudocode is listed in Algorithm 2.
A bootstrap sample is generated by uniformly
sampling m instances from the training set. T bootstrap
samples B1 ; B2 ; :::; BT are generated and a classifier Ci
is built from each bootstrap sample Bi . A final classifier
C  is established from C1 ; C2 ; :::; CT with the output as
the most often predicted class among the subclassifiers.
After the model training is completed, we obtain four
prediction models as listed in Table 2. First, M1 is used
to predict the velocity change with regard to the slope
of sections. Second, the velocity change is applied as
the input to predict the proportion of a given velocity
with M2. Third, M3 is employed to predict the gear
change for each velocity change. Finally, M4 forecasts
the proportion of each gear. After the prediction stage,
Algorithm 2 Bagging Algorithm
Require: A training set S WD .x1 ; y1 /; :::; .xn ; yn /, Classifier
L, and number of bootstrap samples (iterations) T .
1: for i D 1 to T do
0
2:
S
A bootstrap sample from S (i.i.d. sample with
replacement);
0
3:
Ci
L.S /;
4: end for
P

5: C .x/
arg maxy2Y iWCi .x/Dy 1 (the most often
predicted label y);

6: return classifier C
Table 2
Model
M1
M2
M3
M4

Trained prediction models.

Description
Prediction of the velocity change combinations of the
slope sections
Prediction of the proportion of the velocity in
velocity change combinations
Prediction of the gear change combinations of the
velocity section
Prediction of the proportion of the gear in gear
change combinations
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we compute the gear control sequence for a trip.

4

Experiments and Analysis of Results

In this paper, the experiment and simulation of the
proposed hierarchical ensemble learning prediction
energy-efficient driving framework are based on a
specific locomotive model on a given route. The
locomotive has a gear with 17 levels, specifically, 8
traction levels (1 to 8), a neutral level (0), and 8 braking
levels ( 1 to 8). A higher absolute value of the
gear level provides a higher traction or braking force.
Meanwhile, a stronger level of throttle entails higher
energy consumption. As the locomotive maintains a
constant power output, the energy consumption can be
considered as only related to the selection of the gear,
which is different from the traction or braking force.
For the locomotive used in the experiments, the power
characteristics of the brake and traction gears are shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The route used in this

Fig. 7
brake.

Power characteristics of selected locomotive for

Fig. 8 Power characteristics of selected locomotive for
traction.

study is a commercial railway line between Sujiatun and
Benxi in Shenyang Province, China. Figure 9 illustrates
the complex geographical features of the railway line.
Our framework was implemented as an integrated
software platform for offline learning and an onboard
device for online optimization. The entire proposed
framework was tested on a hardware-in-loop test
platform shown in Fig. 10. The equipment marked
8 is the online trip optimization hardware developed
in this study. Other devices serve as simulation and
measurement platforms of a freight train. The load
inputs in the simulations are given according to the
recorded driving data.
We select a total of 633 actual driving records from
experienced drivers on different routes with varying
environment and loading conditions as the training data.
We use the implementation of the machine learning
algorithm provided by the Waikato Environment for
Knowledge Analysis toolkit to build the prediction
models[29] . Then, we use a 10-fold cross-validation
procedure[30] to evaluate the models with the results of
the four models shown in Table 3.
In Table 3, precision, recall, and F-Measure are used

Fig. 9

Illustration of railway route using in the experiments.

Fig. 10 Photo of hardware-in-loop test platform of
the system with: 1 -Working condition generator, 2 LKJ2000 train running monitor and record device, 3 displayer of LKJ2000, 4 -supplementary communication
device from LKJ2000, 5 -master controller, 6 -throttle
signal converting device, 7 -power supplier, 8 -onboard trip
optimization&control device, and 9 -train motion simulation
platform.
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Table 3
Model
M1
M2
M3
M4

Precision (%)
92.4
–
92.0
–

Recall (%)
92.6
–
92.2
–

Evaluation results of trained prediction models.
F-Measure (%)
92.5
–
92.0
–

to evaluate the classification performance. Precision
is the fraction of retrieved instance that are relevant,
and recall is the fraction of relevant instances that are
relevant. F1-Measure is used to integrate both precision
and recall. It is computed with the following formula:
.precision  recall/
F1-Measure D 2 
(10)
precision C recall
Correlation Coefficient (CC), Mean Absolute Error
(MAE), Root-Mean-Squared Error (RMSE), Relative
Absolute Error (RAE), and Root Relative Squared Error
(RRSE) are used to evaluate the regression models. The
acronyms used are explained as follows:
 CC: The correlation is computed between the
predicted and actual target values;
 MAE: This is a quantity used to measure how
close forecasts or predictions are to the eventual
outcomes;
 RMSE: The error is the amount by which the value
implied by the estimator differs from the quantity
to be estimated;
 RAE: The error is relative to a simple predictor,
which is the average of the actual values;
 RRSE: This value is the square root of (sum of
squares of errors / sum of squares of differences
from mean).
A simulated trip operated by the control sequence by
the trained model is illustrated in Fig. 11. The black
lines are speed and gear curves of experienced drivers,
Table 4
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Avg

Load (ton)
3272
3540
3574
3603
3646
3678
3702
3997
4123
4545
3768
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CC
–
0.9916
–
0.9829

MAE
–
0.0186
–
0.0198

RMSE
–
0.0498
–
0.0619

RAE (%)
–
5.1961
–
6.6068

RRSE (%)
–
12.9661
–
18.4347

Fig. 11 Illustration of a sample driving trip by proposed
approach compared with a human driver record.

while the grey lines are results derived by the output
of our prediction framework. Evidently, our findings
are highly consistent with the record of the experienced
driver.
We select ten actual driving logs from human drivers
with different loading conditions for the trip along
the route. Then, we compare the average driving
performance in terms of energy efficiency and time
deviation with the results from the experiments and
simulations between human drivers and the proposed
approach. The comparison results are shown in Table 4.
The results show that the average energy consumption
from the proposed approach is approximately 7.16%
lower than the human driving data, while the average
time deviation from the train schedule is less than

Comparison of driving performance between drivers and proposed approach.

EC-Driver (kg)
229.29
259.73
230.54
245.27
246.57
239.18
244.57
255.62
259.39
283.32
249.35

TC-Driver (s)
3876
3946
3928.5
3948
3941
3913
3943.5
3959
3997.5
4257.5
3971

EC-Proposed (kg)
209.46
241.26
216.48
232.52
226.55
221.19
226.35
235.17
240.45
266.01
231.54

TC-Proposed (s)
3933.5
3980.5
3909.5
3960
4010.5
3939
3882.5
3981.5
4009
4199
3980.5

ES
19.83
18.47
14.06
12.75
20.02
17.99
18.22
20.45
18.94
17.31
17.81

TD
57.5
34.5
–19
12
69.5
26
–61
22.5
11.5
–58.5
9.5

ES (%)
8.65
7.11
6.10
5.20
8.12
7.52
7.45
8.00
7.30
6.11
7.156

Note: EC represents energy consumption, TC indicates time consumption, TD is time deviation, and ES represents energy saving.
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10 s. Experiment results validated the superiority of our
approach on different routes. In addition, inference with
the learned model can be successfully performed on the
onboard system with limited computing capability.

5

Conclusion

This paper presented a framework based on a
hierarchical ensemble learning approach for the energyefficient train driving problem. In the framework,
driving rules were learned from the driving records
of experienced drivers and organized as a decision
tree. The offline trained model was deployed in an
onboard device, which could generate a control gear
sequence for a given trip by considering the locomotive
parameters. The proposed approach was validated by
hardware-in-the-loop simulation targeting a widely
deployed model of commercial diesel locomotive.
Experiments proved that the proposed framework
enabled an energy saving of more than 7%, and the
time deviation from the train timetable was less than 1
min on average. The current study is among the first to
explore machine techniques on intelligent train driving
problems.
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